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Knights And Castles
Learn basic art techniques and interesting facts while drawing knights and castles. Perfect for illustrated reports.
Presents the world of knights, the castles they lived in, and the world about them.
Travel back in time to an age of battles and bloodshed. Find out all about knights--their chivalry, valor, jousts, weapons, and battles. Then
discover more about siege warfare; watch history come alive with the color and drama of the Middle Ages; and take a tour of some of the
world's greatest castles.
Beginner readers are transported back to medieval times to learn about life as a knight and what living in a castle was like in this fun and
informative book, with audio narration and illustrations that bring history to life. "Irresistible for children learning to read. " - Child Education
Plus
Brings knights and castles to life with up-to-date information and 3-D illustrations.
Traces the history of knights from the early middle ages through the end of the fifteenth century, with information on their training, duties, the
castles they lived in, and their role in medieval society.
Thoroughly researched and authoritative guide to the knights and castles of medieval times. Features fully integrated text and graphics, fact
files, cross-sections and cutaways.
This beautiful activity book offers little aficionados of knights and castles 24 pages of colouring and discoveries. Every page or double page
introduces a new theme belonging to the heydays of knights: a castle and its inhabitants, a dungeon, the upbringing of a knight, a knighting
ceremony, weapons and armours, tournaments, battles, a siege of a castle and its defence, a medieval feast, and a marriage to a princess.
Several hundred characters, sites and objects are drawn and named on the pages of this activity book much like in a picture word book or
children's encyclopaedia. The exciting world of knights and castles is to discover, colour and study. The pictures are remarkable; realistic yet
poetic, they depict knights in intricate settings right out of their distant times. They will inspire the imagination of children, develop their
knowledge and add to the pleasure of colouring. Thanks to the thick paper, this book lends itself to the use of different colouring techniques,
including felt-tip pens.

It’s time to journey back to medieval times—when brave knights in shiny suits of armor gallantly protected castles. For every child
who loves knights and castles, this is the perfect book to fuel that interest. It’s packed with simple step-by-step illustrations and
tips for coloring a variety of valiant knights and towering castles, including: • Castle guards • Norman knights • Archers •
Hawkbury Castle • Arabian knights • Spearmen • Jousting tents • And seven more! With these simple and playful illustrations,
kids will be able to draw their own medieval scenes in no time!
Discusses training for knighthood, building and living in a castle, and everyday medieval life and customs.
Step-by-step illustrations and instructions help children to make a variety of things from paper and cardboard relating to knights
and castles.
Even though knights who fought battles and defended castles lived long ago, they’re still a symbol of honor today. Incredible, true
facts about the lives of knights—and the castles they lived in and defended—accompany step-by-step instructions that guide readers
through drawing these brave defenders, including their armor and weapons. Readers will learn basic artistic concepts while
drawing different kinds of castles, too. Sketches of each step will help readers continue with their drawing while they engage with a
cool historical topic.
In this fully illustrated ebook, TV’s Dan Snow brings to life a cavalcade of medieval fortifications and allows the reader to
experience the clashes up close. (Images best viewed on a tablet.)
Portrays the art, medicine, education, travel, clothing, agriculture, festivals, tournaments, and warfare of the Middle Ages.
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system!
Getting the facts behind the fiction has never looked better. Track the facts with Jack and Annie!! When Jack and Annie got back
from their adventure in Magic Tree House #2: The Knight at Dawn, they had lots of questions. How were castles built? What was it
like to live inside a castle? How did boys train to become knights? Did horses really wear armor? Find out the answers to these
questions and more as Jack and Annie track the facts. Filled with up-to-date information, photos, illustrations, and fun tidbits from
Jack and Annie, the Magic Tree House Fact Trackers are the perfect way for kids to find out more about the topics they discovered
in their favorite Magic Tree House adventures. And teachers can use Fact Trackers alongside their Magic Tree House fiction
companions to meet common core text pairing needs. Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic
Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers:
Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and Annie at
MagicTreeHouse.com!
The Best Book of Knights and Castles takes the reader on an amazing journey to explore medieval castles all over the world.
From the earliest fortifications in Europe, like motte and bailey castles, to the stone castles of the Normans, Crusader castles, and
German castles on the Rhine, this book looks at what it was like to be a knight in medieval times. Learn about chivalry, heraldry,
and jousting, and some of the most famous castle battles in history.
Suitable for children who are beginning to read, this book offers a journey back into the past, and helps children find out what life was like for
a medieval knight, including going into battle, living in a castle, feasting and hunting. This edition includes supplementary material for English
language learners.
With over 140 stunning, high quality maps, plans, and illustrations, this book brings the subject to life, revealing all aspects of knights and
castles, mapping the spread of the Norman influence, the crusades and other important battles, the layout and location of major castles, and
much more. The knight in shining armor is an enduring image in Western culture and this book contains the fascinating story of the evolution
of the knight, his code of chivalry, and his homes, the castle. Knights have a unique military and romantic legacy, and this analyzes how
knighthood has been portrayed in art and literature over the centuries. The book examines the distinct legacy of the knight, focusing on
knighthood in its military and romantic modes and looking at the concept of chivalry as an ideal but seldom attained state. It also details the
castle, explaining how and why they were built. It looks at their construction and demonstrates how designs became more intricate over the
centuries. Castle life is examined in detail, focusing on the social fabric and hierarchy, work, entertainment, food production, and the castle
town. The role of religion and monasticism in castles is also explored. Many of the major castles are visited and mapped, giving a real insight
into the role they played in centuries gone by.
This fascinating book combines the creative fun of coloring with an exciting sense of discovery as it realistically portrays many facets of life
during the Middle Ages, one of history's most dramatic and eventful periods. These colorful, fun, activity books give boys and girls the chance
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to learn to draw-by delving into the world of castles and knights. Kids and parents can unplug and have fun! For every child who loves knights
and castles, this is the perfect book to fuel that interest. It's packed with simple step-by-step illustrations and tips for coloring a variety of
valiant knights and towering castles, With these simple and playful illustrations, kids will be able to draw their own medieval scenes in no
time.
Describes the training, weapons, and responsibilities of knights, and how the construction of castles evolved over time.
Readers can discover all the foul facts about Dark Knights and Dingy Castles, including why one nutty knight chopped off his own finger, the
revolting truth about a gong-farmer's job and what went on in gruesome castle garderobes. With a bold look these bestselling titles are sure
to be a huge hit with yet another generation of Terry Deary fans.
Read about impressive castles and famous medieval knights! Investigate the defences and life in the greatest medieval castles and the
chivalrous and heroic actions of best-known knights. DK's innovative range of graded readers combines a highly visual approach with nonfiction narratives that children will want to read. DK Reader Knights and Castles is a level 3 reader, offering exciting and captivating narratives
for children starting to read on their own. More text and more complex sentence structures are presented to help develop confidence in
reading. There's a DK Reader for every child!
Discusses some of the many aspects of life in Europe in the Middle Ages - the heroes, soldiers, lords, ladies and slaves. We learn about life
behind the gastle gates.
From armor to jousting, Knights and Castles covers everything there is to know about knights and medieval castles. Knights and Castles
takes an up-close look at the history of knights, their chivalrous code, the battles they fought, and more. Learn about the heroic actions of
famous knights, including El Cid and Sir John Hawkwood, and the monks who took up arms to protect pilgrims. Explore famous castles,
including Beaufort, Krak des Chevaliers, and Carisbrooke Castle. Discover what it took to become a knight in Knights and Castles. Perfect for
7-9 year olds starting to read alone, Level 3 titles include in-depth information presented through more complex sentence structure with
increasing amount of text to expand the reader's general knowledge and confidence in reading. Additional information spreads are full of
extra facts, developing the topics through a range of nonfiction presentation styles, such as fliers, instructions, and record-breaker statistics.
Trusted by parents, teachers, and librarians, and loved by kids, DK's leveled reading series is now revised and updated. With shiny new
jackets and brand new nonfiction narrative content on the topics kids love, each book is written and reviewed by literacy experts, and contains
a glossary and index making them the perfect choice for helping develop strong reading habits for kids ages 3-11.

From feasts and fighting to village fairs, this adventure-packed puzzlebook shows what life was like in the Middle Ages.
Follow gallant knights on their quests, see how squires learned knightly skills and discover what went on inside a castle's
walls.
Illustrated in watercolour style, this is a collection of traditional stories about medieval knights and their fair maidens to
life.
Jack and Annie look at knights, armor, and life in a castle.
Are you mad about all things medieval? From dungeons and drawbridges to jesters and jousting, the world of mighty
castles and noble knights is brought to life in this informative book. It is ideal for all young history enthusiasts. Ladybird's
Mad About series is all about giving its readers all the facts they could possibly need about their favourite subjects. Get
ready to impress all your friends with all your new knowledge!
Knights and CastlesA Nonfiction Companion to Magic Tree House #2: The Knight at DawnRandom House Books for
Young Readers
About 1,000 years ago, there were men called knights. They lived in castles. It took many years to become a knight!
Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series of traditional tales, popular characters, modern stories, and non-fiction,
written for young learners of English as a foreign or second language. Beautifully illustrated and carefully written, the
series combines the best of Ladybird content with the structured language progression that will help children develop
their reading, writing, speaking, listening and critical thinking skills. The five levels of Readers and Activity Books follow
the CEFR framework and include language activities that provide preparation for the Cambridge English: Young Learners
(YLE) Starters, Movers and Flyers exams. Knights and Castles, a Level 4 Reader, is A2 in the CEFR framework and
supports YLE Flyers exams. The longer text is made up of sentences with up to three clauses, more complex past and
future tense structures, modal verbs and a wider variety of conjunctions.
Knights had to be very strong just to walk around - they were wearing armor that weighed 50 pounds or more. Charge
into KNIGHTS AND CASTLES to SeeMore!
A sticker book that features scenes depicting sieges, swordplay and chivalry, banquets, jousts and quests. It presents
medieval scenes that include a battlefield, jousting tournament, a castle siege, a dragon attack and life in the castle
courtyard. It includes scenes for young crusaders to build their own castles and make their own coat of arms.
Pocket Edition 100 Facts Knights and Castles is bursting with fun facts, images and activities to help children learn all about
medieval soldiers and their castles. Kids learn more easily with bitesized information Photographs and artworks aid children who
learn through visual prompts Activities allow children to put what they have learned into practice Pocket Edition 100 Facts Knights
and Castles contains key topics about knights and castle life of the Middle Ages in easily-digestible, numbered facts. Every page
features detailed illustrations and colourful photographs that bring the text to life.
Examines the lifestyle of medieval Great Britain by discussing the roles of knights and looking at the culture that revolved around
the castles during that time.
Easy-to-read text and color illustrations examine the time of knights and castles.
"Read about impressive castles and famous medieval knights! Investigate the defences and life in the greatest medieval castles
and the chivalrous and heroic actions of best-known knights. DK's innovative range of graded readers combines a highly visual
approach with non-fiction narratives that children will want to read. DK Reader Knights and Castles is a level 3 reader, offering
exciting and captivating narratives for children starting to read on their own. More text and more complex sentence structures are
presented to help develop confidence in reading. "
Journey back to medieval times with a host of LEGO(R) minifigures! Meet the boldest, bravest knights and other castle
characters--from lords and ladies to cooks and jesters. The LEGO minifigures put the fun into facts. You'll find great LEGO building
ideas, too! LEGO(R) minifigures show you the world in a unique nonfiction program. This book is part of a program of LEGO
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nonfiction books, with something for all the family, at every age and stage. LEGO nonfiction books have amazing facts, beautiful
real-world photos, and minifigures everywhere, leading the fun and discovery.
Medieval knights and castles have always fascinated children. This book takes the subject one step further and carries the reader
on a journey to find out about medieval castles all over the world. From the earliest fortifkations in Europe, visit motte and bailey
castles, the stone castles of the Normans, Crusader castles such as Syrla's Krak des Chevaliers, and German castles on the
Rhine. Take a look inside France's Chateau Gaillard and find out how the French managed to win it back from the English.
Discover what it meant to be a knight in medieval times. Learn more about chivalry, heraldry and jousting.
Step onto a pirate ship or a medieval kingdom with this group of swashbucklers and knights in shining armor. Step-by-step
instructions and illustrations are easy and fun to follow, and children will be entertained by fun facts about pirates who roamed the
open seas and brave knights who fought with honor. Kids will learn how to draw all types of peg-legged, parrot-loving pirates
including: Scurvy Jim and his treasure chest Captain Clunk with a parrot on his shoulder Sharkbait George with his telescope And
kids will learn how to create their own medieval kingdoms with grand castles and jousting, battling knights including: Engleford
Castle Caslte Guard Mace Knight In It's Fun to Draw Knights, Castles, and Pirates, Mark Bergin provides easy tips for using
watercolors, crayons, pens, and collage to create some of the meanest pirates and noblest knights in the land. So raise your
banners and hoist the anchor and get those young artists excited about drawing their very own pirates, knights, and castles! This
drawing/activity book is aimed at 4¬-8-year-old children and boasts many easy step-by-step instructions, making this a book that
any child can work on with or without adult supervision. Perfect for preschool classrooms or to take on a family trip.
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